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INTRODUCTION
The valuation of businesses or business ownership
interests is an issue that arises in many types of legal
disputes. Business valuation is an issue in many types
of tort disputes, including dissenting shareholder
appraisal rights, shareholder oppression, lender liability, and breach of fiduciary duty matters. Business valuation may also be an issue in breach of contract claims
such as breach of buy/sell agreements, noncompetition agreements, confidentiality agreements, franchise
agreements, and so forth. Business valuation may also
be a controversial issue in certain income tax, gift tax,
and estate tax disputes. And, business valuation may
often be a controversial issue in bankruptcy, condemnation and eminent domain, and family law matters.

most analysts rarely (if ever) apply the asset-based
approach as a regular part of their controversy-related
valuation analyses. If these analysts have ever applied
the asset-based approach, it was in the valuation of a
real estate holding company or an investment holding
company. And, in these instances, the analyst simply
may have obtained current “appraised” values for the
real estate or the investment portfolio assets that were
recorded on the company’s balance sheet. To these
analysts, the simple substitution of the current values
of these recorded assets for the historical costs of the
recorded assets constituted an asset-based approach
business valuation.

Accordingly, legal counsel often retain and rely on
independent valuation analysts (“analysts”) to estimate
the value of the business, business ownership interest,
or securities involved in these various types of matters.
These analysts typically apply generally accepted business valuation approaches and methods to value the
subject ownership interest. This discussion focuses on
what counsel need to know about one of these generally accepted business valuation approaches: the assetbased approach.

In addition to legal counsel, many judicial finders of
fact, accountants and auditors, regulatory and taxing
authorities, bankers, corporate acquirers and other
investors, and other parties who rely on business valuations are even less familiar with the application of the
asset-based approach to business valuation. These parties may not expect to see the asset-based approach
performed—except with regard to a real estate or
other investment holding company—in the typical
business valuation. And, these parties may not be
comfortable interpreting—or relying on—asset-based
approach valuation analyses and value conclusions.

Most analysts—and counsel—are familiar with the
concept of the asset-based approach to business
enterprise valuation. Analysts (and counsel) understand that there are three generally accepted business
valuation approaches: the income approach, the market approach, and the asset-based approach. However,

In addition, many analysts may not be adequately
trained and experienced in the preparation of an assetbased approach valuation. And, counsel and other parties who rely on such business valuations may not be
comfortable making decisions based on an asset-based
approach valuation. Often, analysts (and counsel)
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are reluctant to prepare—or to rely on—asset-based
approach business valuations because they are uncertain of the answers to the following questions:
1. Does the asset-based approach conclude a goingconcern value or a liquidation value?
2. Which property (or asset) valuation approaches
should be used in the application of the assetbased business valuation approach?
3. When is it appropriate to use the capitalized excess
earnings method (“CEEM”) to conclude intangible
value in the nature of goodwill?
4. When is it appropriate to measure economic obsolescence in the cost approach valuation of the
entity’s tangible assets and intangible assets?
5. When is it appropriate to measure selling expenses
(or make-ready costs or holding period expenses)
in the market approach valuation of the entity’s
tangible assets and intangible assets?
6. How should the analyst account for the capital
gains tax liability associated with any appreciation of the value of the entity’s tangible assets and
intangible assets?
7. How does the analyst apply the asset-based
approach when the subject entity assets can’t
be immediately sold (due to contractual or other
restrictions)?
8. Do the same (or different) level of value adjustments that apply to the income approach and the
market approach (say discounts for lack of control and for lack of marketability) also apply to the
asset-based approach?
Each of these procedural application (or “how to”)
issues will be considered in this discussion. This discussion will be presented from two related perspectives. First, the discussion will assume that the analyst
has performed an asset-based approach analysis. Now
the analyst (and the counsel) has to decide: how do
I interpret the value indication? For example, is the
asset-based approach value indication a going-concern value indication or a liquidation value indication?
Second, the discussion will assume the analyst wants
to complete a specified controversy-related valuation assignment. For example, the assignment from
counsel may be to estimate the value of a nonmarketable, noncontrolling interest in a certain closely held
company. The issue may be: what property valuation

methods and procedure should the analyst apply in
order to achieve the intended valuation objective?

CONSENSUS REGARDING
THE ASSET-BASED APPROACH
Before we consider the above-listed issues, let’s consider what analysts (and counsel) generally agree are
consensus positions with regard to the use of the
asset-based approach in a business valuation analysis.
1. The asset-based approach is a generally accepted
business valuation approach. With the income
approach and the market approach, the assetbased approach is one of three generally accepted
business valuation approaches.
2. The asset-based approach can be used to value
both asset holding (or property investment) companies and operating companies.
3. The asset-based approach can be used to value
both tangible-asset-intensive companies and
intangible-asset-intensive companies.
4. All companies (whether operating companies or
asset holding companies) are asset-intensive companies. That is, all companies own tangible assets,
intangible assets, or both types of assets.
5. The asset-based approach typically concludes a
marketable, controlling ownership interest level of
value. Therefore, the asset-based approach is more
applicable to conclude this level of value.
6. The asset-based approach value indication can be
adjusted to indicate a nonmarketable, noncontrolling level of value. However, the analyst should
apply care in identifying and quantifying the
appropriate discount for lack of control (“DLOC”)
and discount for lack of marketability (“DLOM”).
7. The appropriate DLOC and DLOM adjustments to
apply to an asset-based approach value indication
may be different than the corresponding valuation adjustments to apply to the income approach
or the market approach value indications. This
is because the application of the asset-based
approach assumes a high degree of asset liquidity
and a high degree of ownership control (in order
to initiate the hypothetical asset purchase or the
hypothetical asset sale process).
8. There are generally accepted asset-based
approach business valuation methods. The two
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most common asset-based approach methods
are the asset accumulation (“AA”) method and the
adjusted net asset value (“ANAV”) method.
9. The AA method generally involves the discrete
revaluation of each of the entity’s individual asset
and liability accounts. The ANAV method generally involves the collective revaluation of all of the
entity’s asset and liability accounts in the aggregate. If all of the analysis valuation variables are
applied consistently, the AA method and the ANAV
method should conclude the same value for the
same business entity.
10. The asset-based approach valuation methods can
be applied to conclude various alternative standards (or definitions) of value, including fair value,
fair market value, and other standards of value. The
valuation procedures performed and the valuation
variables selected should be consistent with the
standard of value sought.
11. The asset-based approach valuation methods can
be applied to conclude various alternative premises of value, including value in continued use and
value in liquidation. The valuation procedures performed and the valuation variables selected should
be consistent with the premise of value sought.
12. A going-concern premise of value implies that the
business owner/operator will recreate the actual
business entity. The analyst will typically apply
cost approach valuation methods to conclude the
value of the subject tangible assets and intangible
assets as part of a business recreation analysis. A
liquidation premise of value implies that the business owner/operator will liquidate the actual business entity. The analyst will typically apply market approach valuation methods to conclude the
value of the subject tangible assets and intangible
assets as part of a business liquidation.
13. The analyst will incorporate income tax considerations in an asset-based approach analysis as
appropriate. Often, there are few income tax considerations in a going-concern premise valuation.
A business typically would not incur an income
tax liability if it were to incur the cost of recreating its own assets. A business may incur a deferred
income tax liability if the value of its assets has
appreciated over time. Often, there are many
income tax considerations in a liquidation premise valuation. A business typically would incur an
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immediate income tax liability if it were to sell its
own assets.
14. For an asset holding company, an asset-based
approach is often relied on to provide the primary
value indication. For an operating company, the
asset-based approach is not often relied on to provide the primary value indication. For an operating company valuation, the asset-based approach
is often relied on in conjunction with other value
indications. For an operating company, the assetbased approach is sometimes relied on to provide
confirmation of the income approach and the
market approach value indications.
15. The asset-based approach is not the cost approach.
The asset-based approach is a generally accepted
business valuation approach. The cost approach is
a generally accepted property valuation approach.
The valuation method and procedures applied in
the asset-based approach are different from the
valuation methods and procedures applied in the
cost approach. Analysts often apply cost approach
valuation methods to value certain tangible and
intangible asset categories that are included in an
asset-based approach business valuation. However, analysts also typically apply market approach
and income approach valuation methods to value
other tangible and intangible asset categories that
are included in an asset-based approach business
valuation.
The following section considers what counsel needs to
know about when and how to apply certain methods
and procedures in an asset-based approach business
valuation.

WHEN TO APPLY THE ASSET-BASED APPROACH
A common nomenclature may be helpful to our discussion. Both analysts and counsel often use assetbased approach jargon imprecisely.
First, the asset-based approach estimates the value of
an entity’s equity by reference to the value of the entity’s assets minus the value of the entity’s liabilities. The
important point here is that this valuation approach
considers both assets and liabilities—and not just
assets. In applying asset-based approach methods,
the analyst may conclude that the value of liabilities
may (or may not) be represented by recorded accounting balance. However, the analyst should consciously
and carefully reach that conclusion. An analysis that
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revalues the entity assets only (and that ignores consideration of liability values) is not a proper application
of the asset-based approach.
Second, the AA method involves the discrete revaluation of all of the entity asset and liability accounts.
Effectively, this analysis starts with a blank balance
sheet. The analyst identifies and values each financial asset account, real estate account, tangible personal property account, other asset account, identifiable intangible asset (or intangible personal property
account), and a goodwill account value (positive or
negative). Next, the analyst identifies and values each
current liability account, long-term liability account,
and contingent liability account. This liability valuation
analysis includes any accounts that are changed or created as part of the asset valuation process. The sum
of the individual asset values less the sum of the individual liability values indicates the entity’s total equity
value.
This total equity value is typically concluded on the
same standard of value (e.g., fair value, fair market
value, investment value) that is used to value the individual asset and liability categories. This total equity
value is typically concluded on the same premise of
value (e.g., going-concern premise, liquidation premise) that is used to value the individual asset and liability
categories. And, the total equity value is typically concluded (at least initially) on a marketable, controlling
level of value basis. If another level of value is sought
in the analysis, appropriate valuation adjustments (e.g.,
discounts) should be identified and quantified. And,
the level of valuation adjustments appropriate to the
asset-based approach value indication may be different than the level of valuation adjustments appropriate to the income approach or the market approach
value indications.
Third, the ANAV method involves a collective or aggregate revaluation of the entity’s total equity value.
Often in the ANAV method, none of the individual
asset and liability accounts are revalued. Sometimes
in the ANAV method, the analyst may revalue one or
more individual asset accounts. For example, the entity
owner/operator may provide the analyst with a current
appraisal of the inventory account or of the owned real
estate. And, the analyst can incorporate such appraisals into the ANAV analysis.

The ANAV method aggregate equity revaluation is
usually measured by the application of the CEEM. The
conclusion of this CEEM analysis is the total amount of
appreciation (over the recorded accounting balances)
for all of the entity’s net assets. Net assets are equal
to total assets minus total liabilities. And, the result
of this CEEM analysis is often called “intangible value
in the nature of goodwill.” This wordy title is deliberately intended to distinguish the analysis result from
the goodwill amount that would be concluded from
an AA method analysis or from a fair value accounting
purchase price allocation.
The intangible value in the nature of goodwill is added
to the accounting balance of owners’ equity. The sum
of that addition indicates the defined value indication of the entity’s net asset value. If the result of the
CEEM analysis is negative, the result is often called economic obsolescence. The same analytical procedure is
then called the capitalization of income loss method
(“CILM”). Regardless of the name for the method, the
negative intangible value is subtracted from the owners’ equity accounting balance. The remainder of the
subtraction still indicates the defined value indication
of the entity’s net asset value. The valuation variables
used in the CEEM (or the CILM) should be consistent
with the intended standard of value and the intended
premise of value. Like the AA method, the ANAV
method (at least initially) concludes a marketable, controlling level of value.
Fourth, the asset-based approach is not the same analysis as the cost approach. The asset-based approach is
a generally accepted business valuation approach.
The cost approach is a generally accepted property
valuation approach. The cost approach is often used to
value some (or many) of the entity’s asset categories in
the application of the asset-based approach. The cost
approach is typically not applicable to the valuation of
the entity’s liability categories.
In the valuation of an asset holding company, the analyst may rely on the cost approach and/or the market
approach to value all of the entity’s individual asset
categories. In the valuation of an operating company, the analyst may rely on the cost approach and/
or the market approach to value some of the entity’s
individual asset categories. However, the analyst will
usually rely on the income approach to value at least
one intangible asset category in the valuation of an
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operating company. That asset category may be the
entity’s goodwill asset category.
The application of the cost approach (versus the market approach and/or the income approach) is important in determining whether the asset-based approach
concludes a going-concern premise of value or a liquidation premise of value. As further described below,
the primary use of the cost approach to value the entity’s tangible or intangible property typically concludes
a going-concern premise of value. The primary use of
the market approach to value the entity’s tangible or
intangible property typically concludes a liquidation
premise of value. And, the primary use of the income
approach to value the entity’s tangible or intangible
property may conclude either a going-concern premise of value or a liquidation premise of value—depending on the individual valuation variables selected for
the analysis.
Again, the analyst will apply the income approach
(and typically the CEEM) in the valuation of at least
one intangible asset in order to conclude a going-concern value for an operating company valuation. That
income approach CEEM analysis will typically indicate
any intangible value in the nature of goodwill for the
profitable operating entity. The income approach CILM
analysis will typically indicate any economic obsolescence for the less profitable operating entity. A significant amount of economic obsolescence concluded in
the asset-based approach may indicate that the entity
has a lower going-concern value than it does a liquidation value. In other words, the highest and best use
(“HABU”) of that operating entity may be in liquidation
(as compared to in continued operation). Of course,
legal/contractual constraints and/or current owner
desires may prevent the subject operating entity from
achieving that HABU.
In terms of when to apply the asset-based approach,
analysts should consider all three generally accepted
business valuation approaches in the development of
every controversy-related business valuation. Counsel
should note that the asset-based approach is particularly applicable in the following circumstances:
1. It may be particularly relevant to the specific valuation assignment to identify the value of the entity’s
component asset categories. This situation may
occur in a business valuation performed for certain
fair value measurement, bankruptcy, property tax,
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secured lending, and other purposes. For example, a potential acquirer may want an indication
of what a purchase price allocation may look like
before making an offer to buy the target entity.
2. It may be important for the counsel or finder of
fact relying on the valuation to understand the
factors that contribute to the subject entity value.
In other words, the decision maker may want to
understand the components of value of the subject entity. An asset-based approach analysis could
inform the decision maker as to whether the primary entity value driver is real estate, tangible
personal property, proprietary technology, trademarks, franchises, customer relationships, a highly
skilled workforce, or any other asset category.
3. The analysis may require concluding alternative
standards of value or alternative premises of value
for the same subject entity. It is possible—but difficult—to adjust income approach and market
approach analyses to conclude different standards
of value and different premises of value. It is fairly
straightforward to apply alternative asset-based
approach procedures and variables to conclude
different standards of value and different premises
of value for the same entity.
4. The asset-based approach may be the default analysis when the income approach and the market
approach are not applicable. The income approach
may not be applicable when the entity does not
have reliable financial statements—either historical or prospective. The market approach may not
be applicable when there are not a sufficient number of sufficiently comparable companies. That is,
there may not be either sufficiently comparable
publicly traded companies or sufficiently comparable acquired companies. In such instances, the
asset-based approach may be the best valuation
approach available.
5. The asset-based approach may be applied to provide a mutually supportive value indication to support the conclusions of the income approach and
the market approach. One reason to develop any
valuation approach is to provide confirmation of
the results of the other valuation analyses.
6. Particularly in a litigation or other controversy
context, an analyst may develop an asset-based
approach simply to provide additional support
for the analyst’s expert opinion. The asset-based
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approach may be presented as either a primary or
a supplemental value indication. However, it may
be difficult for an opposing expert to rebut if that
expert did not perform his or her own asset-based
approach analysis.
7. The asset-based approach valuation is particularly applicable if the subject entity would more
likely sell in an asset sale deal structure—as compared to a stock sale deal structure. Smaller closely
held companies often transfer as a sale of assets
(instead of as a sale of stock). In addition, S corporations (and other tax pass-through entities) of all
sizes often transfer as a sale of assets (instead of as
a sale of stock).
8. The asset-based approach is most applicable
when the intended level of value is a marketable, controlling ownership interest level of value.
At such a level of value, the entity owner could,
in fact, buy or sell all of the assets of the subject
entity. If the intended level of value is a nonmarketable, noncontrolling level of value, considerable
valuation adjustments (i.e., discounts) may be necessary to complete the valuation analysis. And, the
analyst may have to consider if a nonmarketable,
noncontrolling valuation subject would even have
the legal right (or operational ability) to buy or sell
all of the assets of the subject entity.
The above discussion summarized many of the
instances when an asset-based approach analysis is
particularly applicable to the controversy-related business valuation. Analysts (and counsel) should also realize that there are several caveats related to the development of an asset-based approach analysis. Some of
these caveats include the following:
1. The analyst should be professionally qualified
to perform (and explain) all of the procedures
required in the development of the asset-based
approach. The analyst should be competent to
perform all of the asset valuation and all of the
liability valuation analyses required to develop the
AA method. And, the analyst should be competent
to perform all of the valuation analyses required to
measure intangible value in the nature of goodwill (whether positive or negative) in the ANAV
method. Analysts sometimes rely on third-party
specialists to value certain property categories.
However, the analyst concluding the overall business value should be able to explain the work of

the third-party specialist. It may not be sufficient
for the analyst to naively state “I relied on the thirdparty specialist” to value an important property
category in the asset-based approach analysis.
2. The analyst should understand the standard of
value that is applied in the analysis of each asset
category. The analyst should be careful to ensure
that all asset categories are valued to a consistent
standard of value. And, the analyst should be careful to ensure that the standard of value applied to
all of the asset categories is the same standard of
value appropriate to the overall business valuation
assignment.
3. The analyst should understand the premise of
value that is applied in the analysis of each asset
category. The analyst should be careful to ensure
that all asset categories are valued to a consistent
premise of value. And, the analyst should be careful
that the premise of value applied to all of the asset
categories is the same premise of value applied to
all of the asset categories is the same premise of
value appropriate to the overall business valuation
assignment. The analyst should understand that
different applications of the asset-based approach
could conclude either a going-concern premise of
value or a liquidation premise of value.
4. The analyst should be professionally competent
to understand (and explain) all of the income tax
considerations related to the asset-based approach
analysis. The analyst may need to consult a thirdparty tax specialist to revalue deferred tax asset
and liability accounts and to recalculate any
income tax liability related to the asset revaluation
process.
5. The analyst should be professionally competent to
perform (and explain) the valuation of the subject
entity liability accounts (both long-term debts and
contingent liabilities) related to the asset-based
approach analysis. The analyst should consider
that there may be liability accounts (including tax
liability accounts) that are created as a result of the
application of the asset-based approach.
6. The analyst should be professionally competent to
quantify (and explain) any valuation discounts that
should be applied in the asset-based approach
analysis. These discounts may include both entitylevel discounts (e.g., key employee dependence,
key customer dependence) and security-level
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discounts (e.g., DLOC, DLOM). And, the analyst
should understand that the magnitude of the
security-level discounts may be different for an
asset-based approach analysis than for an income
approach or a market approach analysis.
7. The analyst should consider that the asset-based
approach typically concludes a marketable, controlling ownership interest level of value. The analyst should consider if that approach is applicable
(even with the application of valuation discounts)
to estimate a nonmarketable, noncontrolling level
of value within the context of a particular valuation
assignment.
8. The analyst should understand that an asset-based
approach analysis is based on the principle that
either (a) the business owner/operator will buy
(recreate) all of the subject entity assets or (b) the
business owner/operator will sell (liquidate) all of
the subject entity assets. The analyst should consider whether either principle is appropriate within
the context of the particular valuation assignment.
That is, the analyst should consider if there are
legal, contractual, regulatory, or other issues that
would prohibit the business owner/operator from
either buying (recreating) or selling (liquidating) all
of the subject entity assets.

GOING-CONCERN VALUATIONS
VERSUS LIQUIDATION VALUATIONS
As mentioned above, the asset-based approach can
conclude a going-concern value or a liquidation value.
In other words, the asset-based approach can conclude
a value in continued use or a value in exchange. And,
within the value in exchange (or liquidation) premise of
value, the asset-based approach can conclude either
an orderly disposition (or sale) of the entity assets or
a forced disposition (or sale) of the entity assets. That
is, the analysis can assume that the entity assets are
sold individually but with either (1) a normal marketing
exposure to the most efficient secondary market or (2)
a less than normal marketing exposure to a fast sale
secondary market.
Which premise of value the analysis concludes is not
a function of the analyst’s intention. And, the concluded premise of value is not based on the analyst’s
(or the counsel’s) assumption. In other words, counsel
(and other parties who rely on business valuations)
often believe: the analyst performed an asset-based
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approach valuation of the subject entity. Counsel may
just assume that the analysis conclusion is a goingconcern value indication. That belief is unsupported.
Again, the premise of value concluded by the assetbased approach is not based simply on the analyst’s
(or counsel’s) assumption. Rather, the premise of value
concluded by the asset-based approach is influenced
by:
1. The selection of the valuation approaches and
methods applied to value the entity’s individual
asset categories and individual liability categories
and
2. The selection of the specific valuation variables
and valuation procedures applied (within the
selected approaches and methods) to value the
entity’s individual asset categories and individual
liability categories.
This valuation principle seems elusive to many analysts
and to counsel. However, this valuation principle could
not be more straightforward. If the analyst applies
approaches, methods, and procedures that conclude
the going-concern value for each asset category, then
the asset-based approach analysis will conclude a
going-concern value for the subject entity. If the analyst applies approaches, methods, and procedures that
conclude the liquidation value of each asset category,
then the asset-based approach analysis will conclude a
liquidation value for the subject entity.
The confusion related to the above basic principle may
be caused by the fact that most business valuation
analysts (and most counsel) are not property valuation
analysts. The business valuation analysts (and counsel)
often rely on the work of third-party valuation specialists to conclude the value of the subject entity’s
inventory, real estate, machinery and equipment, intellectual property, and so on. The property appraiser’s
report may conclude fair market value or market value
or some other stated standard of value. The business
valuation analyst (and counsel) may have seen a standard of value definition that included words like “willing buyer and willing seller” and “market participant.”
And, the analyst (and counsel) just assumed that the
property appraisal conclusion was a going-concern
value indication.
The analyst (and counsel) did not investigate the
property appraiser’s assumptions regarding how
the “willing buyer and willing seller” or the “market
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participants” would get together and transact the sale
of the subject asset category. Would all of the subject
entity’s assets be sold at the same time, say as part of
a business merger or acquisition? That transactional
premise seems unlikely if the property appraiser was
tasked with appraising one asset category (say real
estate) only. Would all of the subject entity’s assets be
sold piecemeal, with each property category sold individually at its highest price after its own market exposure period? Would all of the subject entity’s assets be
sold, but in a transaction where all of the property categories have to be sold at the same time?
All of the above transactional scenarios could involve
“a willing buyer” and “a willing seller” for each property
category. However, each set of transactional assumptions would conclude a different value for the same
property category. And some of these “market value”
conclusions could be considered going-concern
premise of value indications and some of these conclusions could be considered liquidation premise of
value indications.
Experienced property appraisers appreciate the subtle (but quantitatively significant) difference between
these premise of value transactional assumptions.
Even experienced business valuation analysts (and
counsel) may not appreciate these property appraisal
subtleties. Therefore, the valuation analyst (and counsel) should not assume that the asset-based approach
analysis concludes the intended level of value.

WHEN THE ASSET-BASED APPROACH
CONCLUDES A GOING-CONCERN VALUE
Of course, the asset-based approach concludes a
going-concern business value when the property valuation approaches applied conclude a going-concern
value for each of the entity’s asset categories. So, the
primary issues in the application of the asset-based
approach are as follows:
1. Which property valuation approaches and methods conclude a going-concern value for each asset
category?
2. Which property valuation approaches and methods conclude a liquidation value for each asset
category?
Generally, the application of cost approach property
valuation methods indicates a going-concern value for
the subject asset categories.

Generally, the application of market approach property valuation methods indicates a liquidation value
for the subject asset categories.
And, generally, the application of income approach
property valuation methods may indicate either a
going-concern value or a liquidation value for the subject asset categories. Accordingly, the selection of the
individual valuation variables will determine whether
the income approach indicates a going-concern value
or a liquidation value.
Accordingly, the remainder of this section of the discussion will focus on the application of the cost approach
and the income approach within the context of developing an asset-based approach going-concern value
indication.
The property valuation cost approach is based on
the economic principle of substitution. That is, the
value of an individual property is influenced by the
cost required to obtain a substitute property. From a
business buyer’s perspective, a buyer is faced with a
make versus buy decision. That is, the buyer will not
pay more to buy an asset category than the amount
of cost that would be required for the buyer to make
(i.e., recreate) that asset category. The seller looks at the
valuation problem from an opposite, but similar, perspective. The business seller would not sell the subject
asset for a price less than the amount of cost that the
buyer would have to spend to make (i.e., recreate) that
asset.
There are various cost components (e.g., direct costs,
indirect costs) that are included in a cost approach
analysis. There are various cost metrics (e.g., replacement cost new, reproduction cost new) that may be
measured in a cost approach analysis. And, all cost
approach analyses should consider the various components of depreciation and obsolescence required to
convert the cost metric into a value metric.
From the business owner/operator’s perspective,
all cost approach analyses answer pretty much the
same question. If my business entity did not already
own all of its component assets, how much would it
cost to replace all of the entity’s asset categories? That
cost approach analysis would include all of the costs
required to get the replacement asset in place and
ready to operate. That is, the cost approach analysis
quantifies the amount of cost required to reassemble a
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going-concern bundle of fully operational assets. Considered another way, the cost approach measures the
amount of cost required to reassemble the incomeproducing capacity of the entity’s current bundle of
operating assets.

the operation of the subject property or asset category. That income projection is present valued at a riskadjusted present value discount rate. The important
valuation variables included in the income approach
analysis include:

Accordingly, the cost approach indicates a going-concern value for the entity’s assets. In the cost approach,
the business owner is not trying to sell off the entity’s assets. In contrast, the business owner is trying to
buy (i.e., reassemble) all of the entity’s assets. The cost
approach analysis answers the question: how much
would it cost to assemble all of the subject entity’s
assets in place, ready to operate, and ready to generate
income?

1. The amount of the income projection;

Therefore, the cost approach to property valuation
does not consider any value reductions for sale makeready expenses, sale holding period expenses, sale
commission expenses, or income taxes related to the
property sale. That is because the current business is
not selling any of its property. Rather, theoretically, the
current business is buying (i.e., replacing) all of its property. And, there are no selling expenses incurred—or
income taxes due—when a business buys property.
In an asset-based approach business valuation analysis,
the cost approach may be particularly applicable in the
valuation of either fungible tangible assets or contributory (sometimes considered “back room”) intangible
assets. For example, the cost approach is often used
to conclude the going-concern value of an entity’s
inventory, real estate, and machinery and equipment.
And, the cost approach is often used to conclude the
going-concern value of an entity’s computer software,
proprietary formulas and technical documentation,
databases, customer lists and other trade secrets, and
assembled workforce.
The property valuation income approach is based on
the economic principle of expectation. That is, the
value of the individual property is influenced by the
present value of the future income that can be earned
from the operation of that property. The determination
of whether the income approach indicates a goingconcern value or a liquidation value depends on the
answer to the question: who is the assumed owner of
the subject property?
The property valuation income approach is based on
the present value of the future income generated from
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2. The term of the income projection; and
3. The present value discount rate.
The individual variables considered in the amount of
the income projection include:
1. The level of (and growth rate of) revenue associated with the property;
2. The level of (and margin of) profitability associated
with the property;
3. The amount of any investment (e.g., working capital, capital expenditures) required to support the
income projection; and
4. The level (and rate) of income taxes associated
with the income projection.
The individual variables considered in the term of the
income projection include:
1. The remaining useful economic life (“UEL”) of the
property; and
2. The shape and slope (usually, the decay rate) of the
UEL curve.
The individual variables considered in the discount rate
(or in the direct capitalization rate) analysis include:
1. The subject property cost of capital components;
2. The possibility of a residual value or a terminal
value period; and
3. 3. Any income growth rate (positive or negative)
in that residual value.
In selecting each one of the above-listed income
approach variables, the analyst (implicitly or explicitly)
makes the following decision:
1. Do I select the valuation variables that are appropriate to the current business owner/operator—
that is, variables that assume a continuation of the
current ongoing business operations? or
2. Do I select valuation variables that are appropriate to the typical (or specific) market participant,
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meaning the next business owner/operator—that
is, variables that assume a change of ownership
and a change of operation due to a sale of the subject business entity?
So, if the analyst selects the first above-listed option
(i.e., valuation variables based on the current owner/
operator), the income approach analysis will indicate
a going-concern value for the subject property. This
analysis will indicate the value in continued use of the
property category—as part of the current going-concern business operations.
If the analyst selects the second above-listed option
(i.e., valuation variables based on the next market participant owner/operator), then the income approach
will indicate a liquidation value for the subject property. This value should not be construed as a forced
or an involuntary liquidation value. Rather, this value
simply assumes that the subject property is sold separately from the rest of the subject entity asset categories. The other business assets are left behind (or,
likely, sold separately in an orderly disposition), but the
subject property is sold to a new buyer. This analysis
will indicate the value in exchange of the property
category—that is, the value to the new buyer—but
not the value as part of the current ongoing business
operation.
In performing the income approach property valuation, the analyst could select growth rates, profit margins, income tax rates, UEL curves, discount rates, and
direct capitalization rates that would be appropriate
to the subject business entity. The application of such
selected valuation variables would produce a goingconcern value indication. Such an analysis would indicate the value of the subject asset category as part of
the subject going-concern business entity. That value
would measure the contribution of the individual asset
category to the current business entity. The asset category continues to be owned by the subject entity. If
there is an assumed sale transaction, the entire business enterprise would sell as one collective unit of
operating assets.
In performing such a property valuation, the analyst
does not have to consider holding period expenses,
make-ready expenses, sales commission, or capital
gains taxes. The individual property is not sold separately, so these sale-related expenses are not incurred
and these sale-related liabilities are not created.

In an asset-based approach analysis, the income
approach may be particularly applicable to tangible
assets or intangible assets that directly generate a
measurable income stream. Such tangible asset examples may include income-producing or rental property
real estate, such as hotel, commercial office buildings,
and residential apartment complexes. Such intangible
asset examples may include customer relationships,
franchises, licenses, trademarks, copyrights, and development or commercialization agreements.

GOODWILL AND ECONOMIC OBSOLESCENCE
In the going-concern application of the asset-based
approach, analysts typically apply an income approach
analysis to value at least one intangible asset. In the
AA method, analysts typically use a multiperiod excess
earnings method (“MEEM”) analysis or a CEEM analysis to identify and value any residual goodwill. In the
ANAV method, analysts typically use the CEEM analysis
to collectively value all of the entity’s intangible value
in the nature of goodwill.
The use of at least one income approach analysis is an
important procedure in the going-concern application
of the asset-based approach. This procedure quantifies any residual intangible business value owned by
the subject entity after appropriate value components have been assigned to all other tangible assets
and identifiable intangible assets. This procedure is
intended to prove that the value of the subject entity
is at least equal to the value of the sum of its parts. That
is, the value of the business entity is equal to (or greater
than) the sum of the individual values of the component tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets.
This additional value is measured as the present value
of any excess income not attributable to the entity’s
tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets. The
present value of this excess income is usually referred
to as goodwill.
The other reason why analysts typically apply an
income approach analysis to at least one intangible
asset is because such a procedure is a test for economic obsolescence. This procedure is applicable
when the analyst applies a MEEM to value, say, a franchise, a license, or customer relationships. And, this procedure is applicable when the analyst applies a CEEM
to measure intangible value in the nature of goodwill. The point is that either the MEEM analysis or the
CEEM analysis sometimes indicates that there are no
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excess earnings being generated at the subject entity.
In fact, there may be an income loss being generated
at the subject entity. From a valuation perspective, an
income loss occurs when the entity earns an amount
of income that is less than a fair rate of return on the
value of its tangible assets and identifiable intangible
assets.
If the entity is earning an income loss based on the estimated value of its assets, then the analyst capitalizes
this income loss. This procedure is called the capitalization of income loss method (“CILM”), and it is a generally accepted method to measure economic obsolescence within a cost approach property appraisal. The
CILM estimate of economic obsolescence is sometimes thought of as negative goodwill. However, since
an entity cannot record a negative goodwill balance,
the analyst will decrease the indicated value of the
entity’s other assets—until the negative goodwill is
eliminated.
That is, the analyst adjusts the value of all entity assets
valued using the cost approach for this amount of
economic obsolescence. This adjustment would apply
to all asset categories valued by reference to the cost
approach—both tangible assets and identifiable intangible assets. When the value of these assets decreased,
the amount of income needed to provide a fair rate
of return on those assets is also decreased. When
the value of the cost approach assets is sufficiently
decreased by this recognition of economic obsolescence, the income loss is reduced to zero. At that point,
the entity experiences no excess earnings, but the subject entity experiences no income loss either. There is
no positive goodwill value to recognize, but there is no
negative goodwill indication either.
There, the application of an income approach method
(say a MEEM or a CEEM) is an important procedure
for two reasons. First, it identifies and quantifies any
positive intangible value associated with any excess
income (that is not associated with any other tangible
asset or identifiable intangible asset). Second, it identifies and quantifies any economic obsolescence. Such
an economic obsolescence indication indicates that
an adjustment is needed to the appraised value of the
entity’s other assets—in order to avoid overstating the
net asset value of the subject business entity.
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WHEN THE ASSET-BASED APPROACH
CONCLUDES A LIQUIDATION VALUE
Of course, the asset-based approach concludes a liquidation business value when the property valuation
approaches applied conclude a liquidation value for
each of the entity’s asset categories.
Generally, the application of market approach property valuation methods indicate a liquidation value for
the subject asset categories.
Depending on the individual valuation variables
applied, the income approach property valuation
methods indicate a liquidation value for the subject
asset categories. This premise of value is concluded
when the selected valuation variables relate to how
the next property owner will operate the subject asset
category. So, the analyst may select projected growth
rates, UEL curves, revenue levels, expense levels, profit
levels, investment levels, discount rates, and direct
capitalization rates that relate to a “market participant”
next owner. Such valuation variables will indicate a liquidation value for the subject tangible asset or subject
intangible asset. In contrast, the analyst may select
valuation variables that reflect how the current owner/
operator will operate the property. Such valuation variables will indicate a going-concern value for the subject tangible asset or subject intangible asset.
As described above, the market approach or the
income approach will conclude the price the current
owner/operator business entity will receive when it
sells the asset category to a new owner/operator business entity. Again, within the asset-based approach
context, the term liquidation valuation premise should
not imply either a forced liquidation sale or an involuntary sale. Rather, this valuation premise assumes that
each asset category (or bundle of assets) is sold separately—in an orderly disposition and with a normal
exposure period to the market—in order to maximize
the sale price. The asset category may be (and likely
will be) sold between one going-concern business
entity and another going-concern business entity.
However, this valuation premise assumes that the asset
categories are sold separately from each other. This
valuation premise does not necessarily assume that
the entire subject business enterprise is sold, as one
collective bundle of properties, in either a public stock
offering or a merger and acquisition transaction.
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Since the market approach and the market-participant-based income approach assumes an asset sale,
the analyst has to consider that same process in the
asset category valuation. For example, the analyst
should consider the following factors when estimating
the value contribution of the asset category sale to the
subject entity:
1. The timing of the asset sale; will it occur immediately? in six months? in two years?
2. Any contractual, legal, or other restrictions associated with the timing of (or the ability to complete)
the asset sale;
3. Any holding period expenses during the market
exposure period; these expense categories may
include interest expense, insurance expense, property tax expense;
4. Any make-ready costs to get the asset category
ready for sale; these expense categories may
include R&D expense, deferred maintenance
expense, capital expenditures;
5. Any sale-related expenses; these expense categories may include legal fees, brokerage fees, sales
commissions;
6. Any tax-related expenses; these expense categories may include capital gains taxes—that are
either payable at the time of the sale or deferred to
a future time period.
In the liquidation premise of the asset-based approach,
the analysis ultimately measures the contribution of
the entity’s cash balance related to the sale of the entity’s asset categories. Of course, the asset selling price
is the amount the buyer would pay to the seller for
that property category. However, the value contribution to the asset-based approach business valuation
is the asset selling price—less any expenses incurred
or liabilities created as a result of the property sale. In
other words, the value contribution of the property
category sale to the business entity is the amount of
the net proceeds available for distribution to the business entity owners.
This issue illustrates an important quantitative difference between the going-concern-based asset-based
approach and the liquidation-based asset-based
approach. The going-concern analysis applies the cost
approach or an owner/operator income approach
to value the subject entity asset categories. In this

asset-based approach analysis, the subject entity buys
or recreates all of its asset categories. There are no asset
selling expenses or related liabilities. This is because
there are no asset sales.
In contrast, the liquidation analysis applies the market
approach or the market participant income approach
to value the subject entity asset categories. In this
asset-based approach analysis, the subject entity sells
all of its asset categories. The analyst has to consider
asset selling expenses and liabilities. This is because
such expenses will be incurred and such liabilities will
be created when the subject entity assets are sold.
Accordingly, the analyst (and counsel and other parties who rely on the business valuation) should expect
to conclude different value indications from the two
different applications of the asset-based approach to
business valuation. Therefore, the selection of which
premise of value—and which property valuation
approaches and methods—to apply is an important
consideration in any asset-based approach business
valuation analysis.

THE FUTURE SALE OF THE ENTITY ASSETS
In some liquidation premise applications of the assetbased approach, the analyst has to assume a future sale
of some (or all) of the subject entity asset categories.
This assumption regarding a future (and not a current)
sale of subject entity asset categories may be appropriate for several reasons, including the following:
1. The valuation subject is a noncontrolling ownership interest. The ownership interest cannot initiate the sale of any of the subject entity assets.
The analyst may have to project when a control
event is likely to occur. In other words, the analyst
may have to project when the current controlling
owner would intend to initiate a control event—
and sell the subject entity or the subject entity
asset categories;
2. There may be a partnership agreement, a shareholder agreement, and LLC operating agreement,
or some other organizational document that
restricts the sale of substantially all of the entity
assets until some future date (e.g., the expiration of
the partnership or LLC);
3. There may be regulatory, legal, contractual, or
other restrictions on the sale of substantially all of
the entity assets. The analyst may have to assume
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that the entity asset sale will not occur until the
franchise, license, loan agreement, or other restriction expires;
4. There may be a normal period of time required for
the subject entity to obtain shareholder, director,
regulatory, or other agreements or approvals to sell
substantially all of the entity’s assets.
If the valuation subject is a nonmarketable, noncontrolling ownership interest, the analyst (and counsel)
should seriously consider if the asset-based approach
is applicable to the subject assignment. The application of the asset-based approach is based on the
premise that the subject interest owner can either buy
(recreate) the entity assets or sell (liquidate) the entity
assets. If the subject interest owner cannot influence
such a control event—or if such a control event is not
reasonably foreseeable—then the application of the
asset-based approach may not be supportable.
If such a control event is foreseeable—but not for a
lengthy time period, then the analyst will have to
adjust the analysis to accommodate that expected
delay in the control event. For example, let’s assume
that the sale of substantially all of the subject entity
assets cannot occur until the controlling partnership
agreement expires. If the analyst still elects to apply
the asset-based approach, the analyst may have to
estimate the selling price of the entity assets at a time
period 20 years in the future.
One procedure the analyst could use is to start with
a contemporaneous appraisal of the subject entity
assets. Then, the analyst could apply a trend factor to
represent the net change in the subject asset prices for
the prospective 20-year time period. That trend factor could represent the expected compound annual
growth rate (“CAGR”) or compound annual decline
rate (“CADR”) in the value of the subject asset category.
Of course, that CAGR (or CADR) should be a “net” trend
factor. That is, the selected factor should represent the
expected appreciation in the price of the subject asset,
net of any expected depreciation in the value of the
subject assets.
For example, if the analyst expected a particular asset
category price to appreciate at the rate of 5 percent
per year but also depreciate at the rate of 2 percent
per year, then the analyst may apply a 3 percent “net”
CAGR to the current value of the subject assets. In
this example, let’s say the current value of the subject
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entity asset category is $10,000,000. At a 3 percent
CAGR, the future value of the asset category at the end
of 20 years would be:
Present Value × Future Value Interest Factor = Future Value
$10,000,000 × 1.8061 = $18,061,000
The 1.8061 future value interest factor represents the
future value of 1 for 20 years compounded at a 3 percent annual interest rate.
Of course, the above calculation tells the analyst the
expected value of the asset category 20 years into the
future. The analyst still needs to estimate the value of
that asset category today—as of a current valuation
date. So the analyst will have to present value the t =
20 years value in order to conclude a value that could
be incorporated into a contemporaneous asset-based
approach analysis.
Let’s assume that the analyst selects a 10 percent present value discount rate as the discount rate applicable
to any income approach asset valuations included in
the asset-based approach analysis. In that case, the
analyst can calculate the valuation date present value
of the subject entity future value using the following
calculation:
Future Value × Present Value Interest Factor = Present Value
$18,061,000 × .1486 = $2,090,000
The .1486 present value interest factor represents the
present value of 1 for 20 years discounted at a 10 percent discount rate.
The above calculation tells the analyst that the subject
asset category could be sold today for $10,000,000 if,
in fact, the subject entity assets could be sold today.
If the illustrative subject partnership cannot be terminated for 20 years and the subject ownership interest
cannot initiate an asset sale control event, the interest
holder will have to wait 20 years to realize the proceeds
from the asset sale. Based on expected value appreciation rates (net of any depreciation), the asset category
is expected to sell for $18,061,000 in 20 years. However,
the present value of the asset sale proceeds is only
$2,090,000 as of the contemporaneous valuation date.
Therefore, in this illustrative example, the analyst would
use the $2,090,000 present value as the subject asset
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category value in the asset-based approach business
valuation analysis. Therefore, that asset value would
reflect an almost 80 percent price discount—compared to the $10,000,000 expected current sale price
of the subject asset category. That implicit price discount would reflect the impact of the interest holder
not being able to sell the entity’s asset group for the
next 20 years. One way to consider that valuation
impact is that this illustrative asset-based approach
analysis reflects an implicit DLOC of nearly 80 percent.
And, the above calculation does not yet reflect the impact
of any asset selling expenses or any income tax liability
associated with the future sale of appreciated property.
The asset-based approach consideration of holding
period costs and selling expenses is discussed next.

HOLDING PERIOD COSTS AND SELLING EXPENSES
When the analyst applies the market approach to value
the subject entity assets in an asset-based approach
analysis, the analyst will consider holding period
costs and make-ready expenses. Such transactional
expenses are not a relevant factor if the analyst applies
the cost approach to conclude a going-concern value
for the subject entity assets. However, such transactional expenses are a relevant consideration when the
analyst applies the market approach to conclude a liquidation value for the subject entity assets.
The category of holding period costs typically include
at least two types of expenses:
1. Ownership expenses during the expected sale
period
Such ownership expenses may include property
maintenance expense, property taxes, property
insurance expense, and interest on the property
investment.
2. Make-ready expenses
Such expenses may include any expenses necessary to prepare the subject entity asset category
for sale at the expected selling price.

2. Transfer fees
This type of expense may include transfer taxes,
registration fees, and transaction-related legal
expenses.
These holding period costs and selling expenses
may be subtracted from the expected selling price of
the subject entity asset category. After all, the assetbased approach is based on the net proceeds of the
asset category sale to the business entity. Often, the
estimated holding period costs and selling expenses
are recognized as either a contra asset or a liability in
the asset-based approach analysis. With this form of
presentation, any party relying on the valuation can
observe both (1) the expected sale price of the asset
category and (2) the expected expenses incurred in
order to achieve that asset sale price.
Of course, the subject entity will not incur selling
expenses until the asset category is sold. So, if the
business assets cannot be sold for 20 years (as in the
previous example), the subject entity will not incur the
selling expense until 20 years into the future. Of course,
that same entity would have to incur 20 years of holding period costs (e.g., insurance, interest, property tax)
until the subject assets are sold.

INCOME TAX LIABILITY
When the analyst applies the market approach to value
the subject entity assets in an asset-based approach
analysis, the analyst will consider any income tax
expense or liability (i.e., deferred expense) that is created as a result of the asset sale. Such an income tax
liability is not a relevant factor if the analyst applies the
cost approach to conclude a going-concern value for
the subject entity assets. However, such a transactionally created liability is a relevant consideration when
the analyst applies the market approach to conclude a
liquidation value for the subject entity assets.

The category of selling expenses typically include at
least two types of expenses:

In order to estimate the income tax liability associated
with the asset category sale, the analyst will need to
know the following:

1. Brokerage fees or sales commission

1. The expected asset selling price;

This type of expense is usually paid to an intermediary who arranges for the asset sale.

2. The current owner’s income tax basis for the asset;
and
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3. Whether the current owner has claimed a depreciation or amortization income tax deduction
related to the subject asset.
If the expected selling price is greater than the tax
basis of the asset, there will be a taxable gain associated with the asset sale. Normally that gain would be
recognized by the subject entity seller as a capital gain.
If the subject entity has claimed either a depreciation
or amortization deduction associated with the asset,
that portion of the gain on the sale will be recognized
as ordinary income—instead of as a capital gain. Technically, that portion of the gain will be recognized as
the recapture of the previously claimed depreciation
or amortization expense deduction Any gain above
the amount of the depreciation or amortization recapture will be recognized as a capital gain.

That is, the cost approach typically assumes that the
subject entity assets are bought right away. And, the
market approach typically assumes that the subject
entity assets are sold right away. So, in the market
approach application of the asset-based business valuation approach, the income tax liability is also created
right away. Absent shareholder agreement or other
contractual restrictions (or level of value considerations), the intention of the actual business owners (to
sell or not to sell) does not impact the amount of the
income tax liability. The asset-based approach typically
contemplates a business sale transaction between
a typical buyer and a typical seller—and ignores the
intention of the current business owner/operator.

Of course, there are no transaction-related income
tax consequences until there is an asset sale transaction. So if the asset-based approach analysis considers
a future asset sale (say, due to a contractual restriction), then the income tax liability will also be created
in the future. However, absent contractual, legal, or
other restrictions on asset sales, the market approach
analysis assumes that the subject assets are sold fairly
quickly—based on a reasonable exposure to their
appropriate secondary market.
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